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Ite

m
Product Name Model Specification Applications of Batteries Remarks

1 Battery-Detector

GWD-201

for 12V terminal

voltage & below-30AH

capacity of waste

-lead-acid-batteries

UPS, motorcycles and

electric-vehicles (such as

electric-motorcycles, and

electric-bicycles, etc.) Portable,

so they

are used

for

preliminar

y -

screening

GWD-202

for 12V terminal

voltage & 30∼ 100AH

capacity of waste

-lead-acid-batteries

Cars, and stackers, etc.

GWD-203

for 12V terminal

voltage & above-100AH

capacity of waste

-lead-acid-batteries, and

military batteries 6TMF

Solar-power-storage, power-

generators, train, bus,

truck, and ships, etc.

GWD-

301

for 12V terminal

voltage & below-30AH

capacity of waste

-lead-acid-batteries

UPS, motorcycles and

electric-vehicles (such as

electric-motorcycles, and

electric-bicycles, etc.)
Accurate -

screening

but bulky

& heavy,

so they

are used

for re-

screening

GWD-302

for 12V terminal

voltage & 30∼ 100AH

capacity of waste

-lead-acid-batteries

Cars, and stackers, etc.

GWD-

303

for 12V terminal

voltage & above-100AH

capacity of waste

-lead-acid-batteries, and

military batteries 6TMF

Solar-power-storage, power-

generators, train, bus,

truck, and ships, etc.

2 Hydrometer GWH-128 -

Except motorcycles,

electric-motorcycles, and

electric-stackers etc.

3

Nano-Active

-Additive-

Agents

(N.A.A.A.)

GW-101

White bottle,

Liquid weight of 145 g

Solar-power-storage, trains,

golf-court weeders, power

-generators, cars , ships,

stackers, truck
20 Kg

GW-201

Yellow bottle,

Liquid weight of 145 g

UPS, motorcycles and

electric-vehicles (such as

electric-stackers, and golf-

cart, etc.)
20 Kg
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4 Auto-Charger

GWC-

101

for 12V terminal

voltage & below-

30AH capacity of

waste- lead-acid-

batteries

UPS, motorcycles and

electric-vehicles (such as

electric-motorcycles, and

electric-bicycles, etc.)

GWC-102

for 12V terminal

voltage & 30∼ 100AH

capacity of waste-

lead-acid-batteries

Cars, and stackers etc.

GWC-

103

for 12V terminal

voltage &above-100AH

capacity of waste-

lead-acid-batteries,

and military-batteries

6TMF

Solar-power-storage, power-

generators, bus, truck, and

ships, etc.

GWC-104

for 8V terminal

voltage of waste- lead

-acid-batteries Golf-carts and electric-

stackers
GWC-

105

for 6V terminal

voltage of waste- lead

-acid-batteries

GWC-106

for 2V terminal

voltage of waste- lead

-acid-batteries

Electric-stackers

5 Perforator GWPF -
Maintenance-free waste-

lead-acid-batteries

6 Plastic-cover GWPC -
Maintenance-free waste-

lead-acid-batteries

7
Wire-brush or

emery-cloth
- - -

8
Straight-

screwdriver
- - -

2. Flows of Nano-Active-Additive-Agents suitable to all
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New lead-acid-batteries
Regeneration of renewable

old/waste lead-acid-batteries

Lead-acid-batteries
under being used

New batteries or batteries in

battery-manufacturing-p lants

1. Adding N.A.A.A. into batteries

with total dose of 0.5 time AH

-value.

2. For examples, 25c.c. dose is

needed for life-extension of

50AH batteries used in a car.

So 4c.c. dose is addded into

each 6 holes in batteries.

Each dose of

Life-extension of batteries is 1

year at least.

Batteries under being used

1. Adding N.A.A.A. into batteries

with total dose of 0.5 time AH

-value.

2. For examples, 25c.c. dose is

needed for life-extension of

50AH batteries used in a car.

So 4c.c. dose is addded into

each 6 holes in batteries.

Each dose of

Life-extension of batteries is 1

year at least.

Old / Waste lead-acid-batteries

Detecters of

GWD200 & GWD300

& Hydrometer

Beeps

Un-renewable

batteries

Renewable batteries

1. Adding N.A.A.A. into batteries

by total dose of AH-value.

2. For examples, 50c.c. dose is

needed for life-extension of

50AH batteries used in a car.

So 8.4c.c. dose is addded

into each 6 holes in batteries.

3. Adding the pure-water up to

90% depth into each 6 holes in

batteries.

Each dose of holes： AH/6

Auto-charger

Re-detecting

Complete charging

Repeat charging if the

detector re-inspects

below 80% capacity.

GWC103 for

100~200AH

batteries

GWC102 for

30~100AH

batteries

GWC101 for

below 30AH

batteries

Complete regeneration & Cleaning
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3. Regeneration-Process Flow：

I. Screening and adding Nano-Active-Additive-Agents(N.A.A.A.)：

(1) Check if the appearance of waste-lead-acid-battery is deformed, with damaged

parts, or with electrolyte-leakage. If the waste-lead-acid-batteries have those

problems, do not further regeneration-process. After screening out those renewable

waste-lead-acid-batteries, inquire the serial-numbers from battery-specification -

tables to check the capacity (AH values) and terminal voltage.

(2) Use the steel-brush or emery-cloth to clean positive and negative terminals of this battery.

(3) Use the Battery-Detector GWD-200 series to check if there's short-circuit or open-

circuit in this battery, then use GWD-300 series to bouble-screening. If this battery is

renewable without short-circuit, open-circuit, or other issues, continue to use the

Battery-Detector GWD-200 series to measure the residual-capacity -percentage

and terminal-voltage of this battery.

(4) Open the covers of these 6 holes to prepare to add our Nano-Active-Additive-

Agents (N.A.A.A.) into the electrolyte of this battery.

4-1.If this battery is applicable to motorcycles, electric-bicycles, or electric -motorcycles, use a

screwdriver to pry the outside-cover of this battery, then open the hole-covers.

4-2 If this battery is sealed maintenance-free-type (water-adding-free), use the GWPF to

punch 6 holes in the outside-cover. After adding N.A.A.A. into this battery, use the

plastic cover GWPC to envelope these 6 holes.

(5) Use our Battery-Hydrometer GWH-128 through these 6 holes, to measure and

record the specific-density of electrolyte of this battery. Then, check if the difference

among these 6 specific-density values is ≤0.04, and add our N.A.A.A. into this

renewable battery. If this battery is applicable to motorcycles, electric-bicycles, or electric -

motorcycles, just need to use the Battery-Detector GWD-200 & GWD-300 series

without Battery-Hydrometer GWH-128 to check if this battery is renewable.

(6) If the liquid surface of electrolyte is too low not to measure the density of electrolyte,

please add pure-water hole by hole up to the range of normal liquid-level as shown

below. (The range of normal liquid-level is between the indicator-lines of highest

boundary and lowest boundary.) If the battery-case does not indicate or show

clearly the highest boundary and lowest boundary, hole by hole add pure water up

to 10~15mm height above the top of inner battery-plates. After charging 0.5 to 1

hour (depending on the AH values of battery-capacity to determine the charging

time), and again hole by hole measure the electrolyte-density and the residual

capacity of battery, start to execute the cyclic regeneration process. Then,

according to the displayed percentage of battery residual-capacity, determine the

General or Cyclic-Charging mode of regeneration process by our Autochargers

(GWC-101, GWC-102, GWC-103, or GWC-104).

(7) Use the syringe to inject N.A.A.A. into this battery through these 6 holes.
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II. Procedure of the charging and discharging of Auto-Charger for

activating and regenerating renewable waste-lead-acid-batteries：

(8) According to the capacity of batteries, choose

Auto-Charger GWC-101 for the battery with 3∼ 30AH capacity,

Auto-Charger GWC-102 for the battery with 30∼100AH capacity,

Auto-Charger GWC-103 for the battery with above 100AH capacity, and

Auto-Charger GWC-104 for the battery with terminal voltage of 6V, 8V or 16V.

(9) Clamp tightly these two alligator-clips of Auo-Charger to the positive and negative

terminals of battery.

9-1. If the display-panel of Auto-Charger does not show any data, immediately

reverse alligator-clips .

9-2. Clean these two alligator-clips of Auto-Charger and positive and negative

terminals of battery.

(10) Auto-Charger is connected to the power-outlet with 220V AC or 110V AC. Then turn

on the Auto-Charger.

(11) In the cyclic-charging mode of regeneration-process flow, the discharge-indicator

will be lightened, and it means that the cyclic-charging-mode will begin. After the

discharging steps and charging steps of total 3 hours, the operation-status of Auto-

Charger will shift into the step of continued-filling with a small charging-current

According to the battery capacity, charging time of continued-filling is set as below:

Ø If the battery is below 100AH, the charging time of continued-filling is 3 hours.

So the total time of regeneration process is 6 hours.

Ø If the battery is above 100AH, the charging time of continued-filling is 5 hours.

So the total time of regeneration process is 8 hours.

Finally, the complete-indicator will be lightened, and it means that the regeneration

process of waste-lead-acid-battery has been completed.

(12) In the general-charging mode of regeneration-process flow, the charge-indicator will

be lightened, and it means that the general-charging-mode will begin. After the

charging- current meet the target, the operation-status of Auto-Charger will shift into

the step of continued-filling with a small charging-current. According to the battery

capacity, charging time of continued-filling is set as below:

Ø If the battery is below 100AH, the charging time of continued-filling is 3 hours.

Ø If the battery is above 100AH, the charging time of continued-filling is 5 hours.

Highest boundary

Lowest boundary

Range of normal liquid-level
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Finally, the complete-indicator will be lightened, and it means that the regeneration

process of waste-lead-acid-battery has been completed.

(13) In the general-charging mode of regeneration-process flow, does not need to further

to the continued filling stage, when only increasing few capacity with general-

charging.

. (14) It is normal if there are bubbles formed near these 6 holes during the flow of

regeneration process, merely need to wipe out those bubbles after the flow of

regeneration process.

(15) Turn off the Auto-Charger.

III. Follow-up of the activation & regeneration process：

(16) Remove the alligator-clips of Auto-Charger from the positive and negative terminals of this

battery. After standing about 6 hours, use the Battery-Detector GWD-200 series to review

the effect of regeneration process.

(17) Envelope the hole-covers and outside-cover of those regenerated waste-batteries with

good effect. Finally, they will be cleaned for spare.

(18) Those regenerated waste-batteries with poor effect, need one more time general or cyclic

-charging mode of regeneration process.

ØWhen the residual-capacity-percentage < 75%, use one more time cyclic-charging.

Ø When the residual-capacity-percentage is above 75%, use one more time general-

charging.

After standing about 6 hours, again use the Battery-Detector GWD-200 series to review the

effect of regeneration process. Finally, they will be cleaned for spare.

(19) The quality of those regenerated waste-batteries will be almost the same as new-

batteries, after they are used up to 10∼ 12 working days.

IV. Maintenance:

In case of malfunction, please immediately contact with our engineers, and do not disassemble the

Battery-Detectors or Auto-Chargers to attempt to repair.
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4. Verification Table of Regeneration Process
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5. Specifications Table of Batteries

Ø Specifications of Yuasa Batteries used in Cars：
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Ø Specifications of Yuasa Maintenance-Free CMF Batteries & Batteries used

in Trucks：
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Ø

Ø
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GWD- GWD- GWD- GWD- GWD- GWD-

6 .Ba tte ry-De te c to r
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Model
201 202 202 301 302 303

Size

Applicable to

the battery's

voltage

12V

Length (mm) 166 85

Width (mm) 80.5 58

Height (mm) 25 122
Range of Charging -

Capacity Detected

（ Ampere-

Hours： AH）

3~30AH 30~100AH ≧ 100AH 3~30AH 30~100AH ≧ 100AH

Purposes： Applied to rechargeable-batteries such as Lead-acid batteries, Nickel-Cadmium

batteries, Nickel-Metal-Hydride batteries, for detecting and analyzing residual-capacity of

one battery , and screening out the renewable waste-batteries.

Measurable Battery Terminal Voltage： 6V、 8V、 12V or 16V spec. of batteries.

Accessories： Battery-Detector host and 2 probes.

Function：

1. Detecting and analyzing the terminal-voltage (V) and residual-capacity (％ ) of rechargeable -

batteries, as the basis of the judgment (renewable waste-batteries.or not), and selection of

charging-mode in the regenerating-flow of Auto-chargers.

2. Screening out the open-circuit or short-circuit of rechargeable-batteries.

GWD-200 series

(1) Please use gauzes or brushes to clean the positive and negative terminals of lead-acid -battery, to

avoid the poor contact between the alligator-clip part of Battery-Detector, and positive and negative

7 . Us e r-Guide o f Ba tte ry-De te c to r

Ø Front-View Ø Back-View

GWD-302 GWD-303

GWD-301

Ø Top-View
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terminals of lead-acid-battery.

(2) Keep the alligator-clip part of Battery-Detector to respectively clamp to the positive and negative

terminals of lead-acid-battery.

(3) Please stand statically the lead-acid-battery to be detected at least 6 hours or more,then use the

Battery-Detector to measure the lead-acid-battery. This step is for obtaining the correct percentage-

value of the charge-capacity of lead-acid-battery to be detected.

(4) The flow of using the Battery-Detector GWD-200 series to screen out the renewable waste-lead-

acid -batteries is as below:

(○,1) First, press the Test-bu tton (Test).

(○,2) According to the individual condition of waste-lead-acid-batteries, the Battery

-Detector will have the following three reactions：

4-1. If the waste-lead-acid-batteries are not renewable, then the Battery-Detector will

issue a "beep" and its display-panel will display no words.

4-2. If the waste-lead-acid-batteries are renewable, the display-panel of Battery-Detector

will display "OK", and it means that there is no open-circuit or short-circuit problem with this waste-

lead-acid-battery, then the display-panel of Battery-Detector will show the residual-capacity-

percentage of waste-lead-acid-battery. After the specific -density of the electrolyte of lead-acid-

battery is measured by the

Battery-Hydrometer, it can be determined whether the waste-lead-acid-battery is renewable or not .

4-3. When pressing the test-button, the display-panel of Battery-Detector will not display any words, but

not issue a "beep", please reverse these two contacts between the alligator-clips of Battery

-Detector, and positive and negative terminals of lead-acid-battery. Finally, the Battery-

Detector will show the case 4-1 or case 4-2 conditions.

4-4. When the terminal voltage of waste-lead-acid-battery is lower than 5V, the display- panel of

Battery-Detector will not display any words.

(5) The flow of using the Battery-Detector GWD-300 series to screen out the renewable

waste-lead-acid -batteries is as below:

5-1. Test-button (Test) will be bright, when the waste-battery is really renewable. But if

the battery is un-renewable, the Test-button (Test) will not be bright.

5-2. Adjust the battery-capacity with button " AH Selection" .

5-3. Press the Test-button (Test), the monitor will display the voltage.

5-4. After the detecting is completed, the monitor will show that the battery is good or

bad within 5 minutes.
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(6) After the Battery-Detector screening out the renewable waste-lead-acid-batteries , use our Auto-

Charger GWC-101/GWC-102/GWC-103/GWC-104 to regenerate the renewable ones.

(7) Maintenance:

In case of malfunction, please immediately contact with our engineers, and do not disassemble the

Battery-Detectors to attempt to repair.

(1) Assemble Hydrometer GWH-128, according to the outside icon of box.

(2) Insert Hydrometer GWH-128 into the 6 holes of lead-acid batteries, to measure the
density of electrolyte.

8 . Us e r-Guide o f Hydro m e te r GWH-1 2 8
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(3) Press the vacuum plastic ball of Hydrometer GWH-128, the indicator in the GWH-128
will move to a marked density-calibration. Execute three times of this measurement and
record these three values.

(4) If Hydrometer GWH-128 is fully inserted insides the lead-acid-battery, then use the
base of GWH-128 to attach the bottom of lead-acid batteries, and measure the density
of electrolyte. If GWH-128 is only partially inserted into the lead-acid-battery, please try to
keep GWH-128 perpendicular to the liquid surface of electrolyte, for improving the
results of measurement more accurate.

(5) In the regeneration process flow, the measurements of electrolyte-density of lead-acid-
batteries are as below (User-guide of Hydrometer GWH-128)：

(○,1)Use our Battery-Hydrometer GWH-128 through these 6 holes, to measure and record
the electrolyte-density of this battery. Make sure to measure the electrolyte-density
through each hole. Then, check if the difference among these 6 density values is ≤
0.04, and add our N.A.A.A. into this renewable battery. If this battery is applicable to

motorcycles, electric-bicycles, or electric-motorcycles, just need to use the Battery-Detector
GWD-200 & GWD-300 series without Battery-Hydrometer GWH-128, to check if this
battery is renewable.

(○,2)If the color of electrolyte is brown, or milky-white, this waste-battery should be
determined to be not renewable.

(○,3)If the liquid surface of electrolyte is too low not to measure the density of electrolyte,
please add pure-water hole by hole up to the range of normal liquid-level as shown
below. (The range of normal liquid-level is between the indicator-lines of highest
boundary and lowest boundary.) If the battery-case does not indicate or show clearly
the highest boundary and lowest boundary, hole by hole add pure water up to
10~15mm height above the top of inner battery-plates. After charging 0.5 to 1 hour
(depending on the AH values of battery-capacity to determine the charging time), and
again hole by hole measure the electrolyte-density and the residual capacity of battery,
start to execute the cyclic regeneration process. Then, according to the displayed
percentage of battery residual-capacity, determine the General or Cyclic-Charging
mode of regeneration process by our Autochargers (GWC-101, GWC-102, GWC-103,
or GWC-104).

(○,4)Hydrometer GWH-128 is shown as below, and has three color-zones. It means three
kinds of batteries-performance-status labeled as “Recharge”, “Fair”, and “Good”. The
red zone is 1.100 ~ 1.205, white zone is 1.205 ~ 1.255, and green zone is 1.255 ~ 1.30,
while each scale is 0.005.

Marked face:

highest boundary

lowest boundary

Standard liquid-level range
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Performance-status face:

Scale face:

(○,5)After opening these hole-covers, smelling strong acid-odor or pungent-odor means
that this waste-battery had been added another modifiers or additives, so this waste-
battery would not be suitable for executing regeneration process.

(6) If this waste-battery is sealed maintenance-free-type (water-adding-free),
(○,1)Tools required： a perforator of GWPF, and plastic cover of GWPC.
(○,2)Make 6 marks in the battery-cover. (There are 6 marks in the location of 6 holes

during the battery-case manufacture.
(○,3)The perforator GWPF will be heated until melting the plastic battery-cover, and then

keep GWPF to contact with 6 marks in the battery-cover one by one.
(○,4)Measure the density of electrolyte through these 6 punching holes.
(○,5)After completing the regeneration process, seal the 6 holes with plastic covers

GWPC.
(○,6)Dismantle the Hydrometer GWH-128, wash it, and dry it with cotton or soft cloth.

Further to avoid scratching the Hydrometer GWH-128.
(○,7)Finally, clean the battery and perforator GWPF.

(7) Because the Hydrometer GWH-128 has glass parts, so beware of no collision to avoid
breaking the Hydrometer GWH-128.
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(8) Recommendation of measu rement of elect rolyte-density and adding N.A.A.A.：

Use a screwdriver to pry the outside-cover of this battery, and then
open the hole-covers for adding N.A.A.A. into the batteries.

GWPF

If this battery is sealed maintenance-free-type

(water-adding-free), use the GWPF to punch 6

holes in the outside-cover. After adding N.A.A.A.

into this battery, use the plastic cover GWPC to
envelope these 6 holes.

。

GWPC

＋
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Ø General type

◎ Pro po s e d c o ns e rva t io n c o nditio ns ：

9 . Na no -Ac t ive -Addit ive -Ag e nts (N.A.A.A.)

Taiwan (R.O.C.) Invention Patent TW–I 268005
☆ Patent Right Reserved, Imitation Will Be Sued☆

1. Strengthening the electrical characteristics of batteries that are new or in use.

2. Regenerating the nearly-ineffective, or waste batteries to work well.

3. Increasing effectively the duration or life of batteries.

4. Improving the faculty of batteries in cold (low temperature) environments.

5. Enhancing the electrical characteristics of batteries, so as to reduce the

volume of exhaust emitted from the motorcycles or cars.

◎ Func tio ns o n the ing re die nts o f re c ha rg e a ble -b a tt e rie s ：

◎ Dura tio n o f the Ac tive -Additive -Ag e nts ： 2 years

1. Conservation in the cool environments without the exposure of the sunlight.

2. No external damage to the packing of the active-additive-agent.

Carbide, organic compounds, alkali-metal ions, de-ionized water.
◎ Ma in ing re die nts o f the Ac tive -Additive -Ag e nts ：

◎ Me tho d o f us e ：
The detail mentioned in the “Instructions for Use”

◎ Vo lum e o f c o nta in e r： 145+5 c.c./bottle

Ø For Maintenance Ø Electric-vehicle type
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10. Application of Nano-Active-Additive-Agents (N.A.A.A.)

◎ Scope of General-type N.A.A.A. white-color-tags(GW-101)：

They are suitable for the rechargeable-batteries used in：

Cars, Trains, Buses, Trucks, Ships, UPS, and Warehouse-equipment, etc..
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◎ Scope of Electric-vehicle-type N .A.A.A. yellow-color-tags(GW-201)：

They are suitable for the rechargeable-batteries used in：
Motorcycles, and Electric-vehicles of Electric-bicycles, Carts (or ATVs / all-terrain

vehicles), Wet-bikes, Golf-carts, Golf-electro-barrows, Electro-tricycle, Carts for the disable,

and Electro-scooters (or Electro-skateboards), etc..

General type
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They are suitable for the rechargeable-batteries used in：

Military vehicles, trucks, jeeps, tanks, submarines, helicopters, ships, power -
generators, and warehouse, etc..

111

◎ Scope of N .A.A.A. in m ilit a ry e quipm e nt：
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1 1 . Auto -Cha rg e r

Model GWC-101 GWC-102 GWC- GWC-104
Size (mm) 300mmLX223mmWX160mmh 300mmLX253mmWX160mmh

Suitable

Batterie

s

Voltage 12V 12V 12V 6V, 8V and 16V

Capacity

AH： Ampere-

Hours

3~30AH 30~100AH ≧ 100AH -

Scope of

Application

Motorcycles and electric-

vehicles (such as all-

terrain vehicles, electric-

motorcycles, electric-

bicycles, etc.)

Cars and Stacker

Buses, trucks,

generators,

UPS, boats and

ships

Golf-cart and

electric-

motorcycle

Purposes： Applied to rechargeable-batteries such as Lead-acid batteries、 Nickel-Cadmium

batteries、 Nickel-Metal-Hydride batteries.

Supply-voltage： 110V or 220V

Charge & discharge voltage： GWC-101~103 for 12V, GWC-104 customizedly for 6V, 8V or 16V

Accessories: Auto-charger host (having MCU), alligator, and alligator clip connectors.

Functions：

1. Regeneration of renewable waste-batteries with cyclic charging & discharging process.

2. Resupplying-charging to the rated voltage.

3. Protection for the misplacement of anode & cathode 4. Thermal protection

5. Regulation of the peak voltage

6. Auto-turn-off operation after completing the charging

7. Selection of the charging-mode according to the residual charge-capacity

Merits

1. Auto charging operation for reducing operators.

2. Regenerating the renewable waste-batteries with the Active-Additive -

Agents.

GWC-101 GWC-103
GWC-102
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12. User-Guide of Auto-Charger GWC-101/GWC-102/GWC-103/GWC-104

for Regenerating Waste-Lead-Acid-Batteries

I. Models and specifications of Auto-Charger:

GWC-101: Output voltage is 12V, and applicable to batteries with 3AH ~ 30AH capacity.

GWC-102: Output voltage is 12V, and applicable to batteries with 30AH ~ 100AH capacity.

GWC-103: output voltage of 12V, and applicable to batteries with above 100AH capacity.

GWC-104: output voltage of 6V, 8V or 16V.

Suggest using appropriate Auto-chargers for regenerating the renewable waste-batteries

according to battery-capacity (AH).

II. Procedure of the charging and discharging of Auto-Charger for

activating and regenerating renewable waste-lead-acid-batteries：

(1) Clamp tightly these two alligator-clips of Auo-Charger to the positive and negative

terminals of battery.

1-1. If the display-panel of Auto-Charger does not show any data, immediately

reverse alligator-clips .

1-2. Clean these two alligator-clips of Auto-Charger and positive and negative

terminals of battery.

(2) Auto-Charger is connected to the power-outlet with 220V AC or 110V AC. Then turn

on the Auto-Charger.

(3) In the cyclic-charging mode of regeneration-process flow, the discharge-indicator

will be lightened, and it means that the cyclic-charging-mode will begin. After the

discharging steps and charging steps of total 3 hours, the operation-status of Auto-

Charger will shift into the step of continued-filling with a small charging-current

According to the battery capacity, charging time of continued-filling is set as below:

Ø If the battery is below 100AH, the charging time of continued-filling is 3 hours.

So the total time of regeneration process is 6 hours.

Ø If the battery is above 100AH, the charging time of continued-filling is 5 hours.

So the total time of regeneration process is 8 hours.

Finally, the complete-indicator will be lightened, and it means that the regeneration

process of waste-lead-acid-battery has been completed.

(4) In the general-charging mode of regeneration-process flow, the charge-indicator will
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be lightened, and it means that the general-charging-mode will begin. After the

charging- current meet the target, the operation-status of Auto-Charger will shift into

the step of continued-filling with a small charging-current. According to the battery

capacity, charging time of continued-filling is set as below:

Ø If the battery is below 100AH, the charging time of continued-filling is 3 hours.

Ø If the battery is above 100AH, the charging time of continued-filling is 5 hours.

Finally, the complete-indicator will be lightened, and it means that the regeneration

process of waste-lead-acid-battery has been completed.

(5) In the general-charging mode of regeneration-process flow, does not need to

further to the continued filling stage, when only increasing few capacity with

general-charging.

. (6) It is normal if there are bubbles formed near these 6 holes during the flow of

regeneration process, merely need to wipe out those bubbles after the flow of

regeneration process.

(7) Turn off the Auto-Charger.

III. Follow-up of the activation & regeneration process：

(8) Remove the alligator-clips of Auto-Charger from the positive and negative terminals of this

battery. After standing about 6 hours, use the Battery-Detector GWD-200 series to review

the effect of regeneration process.

(9) Envelope the hole-covers and outside-cover of those regenerated waste-batteries with

good effect. Finally, they will be cleaned for spare.

(10) Those regenerated waste-batteries with poor effect, need one more time general or

cyclic-charging mode of regeneration process.

ØWhen the residual-capacity-percentage < 75%, use one more time cyclic-charging.

Ø When the residual-capacity-percentage is above 75%, use one more time general-

charging.

After standing about 6 hours, again use the Battery-Detector GWD-200 series to review

the effect of regeneration process. Finally, they will be cleaned for spare.

(11) The quality of those regenerated waste-batteries will be almost the same as new-

batteries, after they are used up to 10∼ 12 working days.

IV. Maintenance:

In case of malfunction, please immediately contact with our engineers, and do not disassemble the

Auto-Chargers to attempt to repair.

V. Front-panel of Auto-charger：
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13. Derivative Business of "Regeneration of Waste-Batteries"

~cheap power sources for the daily life

1. Households Power-Supply for regions lack of stable AC：

2. Burners with our patented product of Liquid-NewGas：
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3. Conducive to promotion of Green-Power-Storage of wind power, solar

power, and our patented products of Self-Sustaining-Water-Power-

Generators & Bicycle-Power-Generators：
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15. Material Safety Data Sheets of A.A.A.

1. Identification of Product and Company：

Product Name: Active-Additive-Agents for the Rechargeable Lead-Batteries, simplified as A.A.A.

Product Code: GW-101 & GW-102

Company Name: Good-Willing Technology Co., Ltd.

Address: No. 150-4, Paragraph 2 of Yatan Road, Tanzi District, Taichung city, Taiwan, R.O.C.

Emergency Contact: TEL: 886-4-2533-0331, FAX: 886-4-2533-0331

2. Identification Information of Components：

Hazardous Components CAS # Percentage OSHA PEL ACGIH TLV

(Chemical Name)

Pure water 7789-20-0 94%~98% No data No data

Carbon 7440-44-0 1% No data No data

Ethoxylates 9036-19-5 1∼ 5％ No data No data

3. Hazards Identification：

Important

hazards

Health hazards:

Eyes: Have no conspicuous hazard effects.

Skin: Have no conspicuous hazard effects.
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Suck enter: Have no conspicuous hazard effects.

Eat enter: Have no data valid.

Environmental hazards: Have no conspicuous hazard effects.

Physical and chemical hazards: Combustibility's steam and liquid maybe result in instantly fire

when they meet the source of fire accident.

Special hazards: Stimulate respiratory tract, cutaneous excitement, and central nerve system.

Cardinal symptoms:

Eyes contact: Cause gentle excitement.

Skin contact: Cause excitement, and rise bleb.

Suck Enter: Cause excitement, retch, puke, dyspnea, headache, confusion, and coma.

Food Enter: Cause retch, puke, and dyspnea.

Material hazard classification: 9 (others)

4. First-Aid Measures：

Suck Enter: As be able to come into disaster areas in safety, move personnel from debunk area to a place

with fresh air. If need, use a bag of valve's respirator (bag valve mask) or same equipment,

then practice artificial respiration. Keep bodies warm and rest. At once give cure treatment.

Skin contact: Immediately remove polluted clothes, jewelry, watch and shoes. Use soap or neutrality

cleanser to clean infected place, and use huge amount of water rinse until no chemical

residue (at least 15~20 minutes). If need, give cure treatment.

Eyes contact: Move poisoned persons out of contaminated areas, or wash eyes with huge amount of

rinse eyes at faucet above 15 minute, and make eyelids open slowly to turn eyes until no

chemical residue. If the pains go on, then go to oculist's clinics for further treatment.

Food Enter: Meanwhile urgent telegram grant suggestion on cure. Do not make poisoned personnel puke

or drink beverage.

Protection for first-aid personnel:

1. Wear protective clothes to avoid contacting pollutant.

2. Wear chemical safety goggles.

Give doctors the hints:

Use alcohol to dilute affected area of skin. If the patient swallowed, avoid gastric-lavage and induced vomiting.

5. Fire-Fighting Measures：

Fire extinguishing agents:

This material does not burn. Use the appropriate fire-extinguishing agents.

Special fire fighting hazards may be encountered:

Avoid inhalation of smoke and toxic gases generated during the burning.

Special firefighting procedures:

Water-spraying can cool containers and avoid melting or rupture containers.

Special safety equipment for fire-fighters:

Wear full-body chemical-protective-clothing and air respirators (if necessary, coated anti-flash-of-fire aluminum

jackets)
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6. Accidental-Leakage Measures：

Individual precautions:

1. Restrictions on approaching the contaminated areas before the areas have not yet completely cleared.

2. Determine the clean-up work is undertaken by trained staff.

3. Wear appropriate personal protective equipment.

Environmental precautions:

1. Ventilate the area.

2. Fight or remove all ignition sources.

3. Notify the health, safety and environmental protection agencies of government.

Cleaning methods:

1. Do not touch the leaked material, and remove all ignition sources.

2. Avoid leakage of material into the sewer or the narrow space.

3. If security situation permits, try to prevent or reduce leakage.

4. Small leak: alcohol for decontamination, and waste residue to be processed into container.

5. Huge spill: the safe recovery of as much as possible, or collected in sealed and labeled with the

contents of the closed-type container for waste disposal.

7. Safe Disposal and Storage Methods：

Disposal:

1. Operation in a well-ventilated environment.

2. Fire fighting, emergency response equipment, and spill handling are ready at any time.

Storage:

1. Store in the containers with acid-resistant and alkali-resistant material.

2. Protect containers from damage or being broken, and make containers away from incompatible

materials.

3. Storage areas should be kept cool, dry and well ventilated.

4. Material of floor should be acid-resistant and alkali-resistant, and the design of drains must pass the

inspection.

5. Avoid direct sun exposure.

8. Exposure Measures：

Engineering control:

1. Local exhaust ventilation equipment and overall system.

2. Supply sufficient fresh air to supplement the air out of the exhaust system.

Control parameter:

Eight hours a day
Average allow consistence

TWA

Short time's
Average allow consistence

STEL

Highest allow consistence
CEILING

Biology's target
BEIs

-- -- -- --

Personal protective equipment:

1. Respiratory protection: high efficiency filtering elements for a comprehensive respiratory protective
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equipment, and escape-type self-contained breathing apparatus.

2. Hand protection: impervious gloves material to butyl rubber, natural rubber, neoprene rubber, rubber

cyanide, with vinyl, PVC, Viton, Saranex, Barricade, 4H, etc. the best.

3. Eye protection: 1. chemical safety goggles. 2. Mask.

4. Skin and body protection: 1. Jumpsuit-style suits. 2. Work-shoes. 3. Workspaces have shower

equipment.

Health measures:

1. Remove contaminated clothing as soon as possible, and inform of laundry personnel about harmful

pollutants.

2. Forbid smoking or eating in the workplace.

3. Wash their hands thoroughly after dealing with this task.

4. Maintain clean workplace

5. Maintain good housekeeping.

9. Physical and Chemical Property：

Physical condition: Liquid Shape: Black liquid

Color: Black Smell: Have no pungent odor

pH Value: 6.15(Neutrality) Boiling point/ Boiling point: --

Decomposition temperature: Have no data valid Flash point: 100℃

Testing method: Have no data valid

Self-ignition temperature: Have not data valid Explosion limit: Hard to explode

Vapor pressure: Have not data valid Vapor density (Air=1): Have no data valid

Density: 1.01 (Pure water=1) Solubility: Suspension

10. Stability and Reactivi ty：

Stability: Stable under normal conditions

Special situations, and hazardous reactions: None

Avoid being placed at high temperature or under long-term direct sun-exposure.

Material to be isolated: strong oxidizers, strong reducing agents or organic peroxides

Hazardous decomposition: CO, and CO2

11. Toxicity Data：

Acute toxicity: they stimulate the nose, throat, lungs and eyes of personnel, or cause skin allergy under

long-term exposure.

Local effect: Have no data valid

Sensitization: Have no data valid

Slow toxicity or toxicity under long-term exposure: Irritation, and skin allergy

Special effects: Have no data valid

12. Ecological Information：
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Possible environmental impact / environmental fate： Have no data valid

13. Waste Disposal Method：

Waste disposal method:

1. Referred to related laws.

2. Storage methods of waste are according to storage conditions.

3. Personnel that takes care waste disposal, should be trained to use appropriate equipment.

14. Shipping Information：

International transport regulations： Have no data valid

UN number： Have no data suitable

Domestic transport regulations:

1. Rule 84 of Traffic Safety,

2. Rules of Ships Carrying Dangerous Goods,

3. Taiwan Railway Administration Regulations, Dangerous Goods Handling and Transportation

Special transport methods and precautions： Have no data valid

15. Laws Library (based on the Laws of R.O.C.)：

Applicable laws and regulations:

1. Rules of Labor Safety and Sanitation,

2. Rule of Dangerous and Harmful Materials,

3. Standards of Labor Environment Allowable Concentration for Hazardous Air,

4. Rules of Highway Traffic Safety,

5. Standards of Storage, Disposal Method and Facility of Industrial Waste

16. Other Information：

Tabulation

unit

Company name: Good-Willing Technology Co., Ltd.

Address: No. 150-4, Paragraph 2 of Yatan Road, Tanzi District, Taichung city, Taiwan, R.O.C.

Phone: 886-4-2533-0331, 886-921-785191

Tabulator Huang ShihLang

Date of

tabling
February 14, 2014

(1) This MSDS file is referred to data of original vendors and Taiwan Industrial Technology Research

Institute. We have sought to make this file correct completely, but mistakes may still be inevitable. All the

data and information is only as the reference. Based on actual application requirements, users must be

responsible to check its availability.

(2) The Laws is not expressly provided that MSDS must be updated and recognized by the credible

certification units. Employers shall provide regulations and characteristics of hazardous substances for

the necessary precautions of labors' health and safety.
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